Just let these leaves jump off the brush Maybe there was an old trapper that lived out here and
maybe one day he went to check his beaver traps, and maybe he fell into the river and drowned.
Fluff it up a little and hypnotize it. We'll put a happy little sky in here.

There isn't a rule. You just practice and find out which way works best for you. There's not a thing in
the world wrong with washing your brush. Just use the old one inch brush.

Don't forget to tell these special people in your life just how special they are to you. Maybe there's a
happy little waterfall happening over here. La- da- da- da- dah. Just be happy. You could sit here for
weeks with your one hair brush trying to do that - or you could do it with one stroke with an almighty
brush.

All you have to learn here is how to have fun. This is an example of what you can do with just a few
things, a little imagination and a happy dream in your heart. This is your world, whatever makes you
happy you can put in it. Go crazy.

No worries. No cares. Just float and wait for the wind to blow you around. We'll lay all these little
funky little things in there. Talk to trees, look at the birds. Whatever it takes. Play with the angles.
You can spend all day playing with mountains. Almost everything is going to happen for you
automatically - you don't have to spend any time working or worrying.

This is the time to get out all your flustrations, much better than kicking the dog around the house or
taking it out on your spouse. There he comes. You can do anything here. So don't worry about it. In
your world you have total and absolute power. It's a very cold picture, I may have to go get my coat.
It’s about to freeze me to death. Once you learn the technique, ohhh! Turn you loose on the world;
you become a tiger.

Everybody needs a friend. Isn't that fantastic that you can make whole mountains in minutes? You
better get your coat out, this is going to be a cold painting.

